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Ch"sei bukky# kaiga no zuz#shi: Ky#setsu emaki, rokud#e, kus#zu 中世仏教絵画の 
図像誌：経説絵巻・六道絵・九相図 (A Genealogy of Imagery in Medieval Buddhist 
Paintings: From Six Realms of Rebirth to Nine Stages of Decay). By Yamamoto Satomi 
山本聡美. Tokyo: Yoshikawa K#bunkan, 2020. ix + 461 pages + xv. Hardcover: ISBN 
978-4-6420-1663-6.
A Fourth-Century Daoist Family: !e Zhen’gao, or Declarations of the Perfected, Volume 
1. By Stephen R. Bokenkamp. Berkeley: University of California Press, 2021. xi + 201 
pages. Hardcover: ISBN 978-0-5203-5626-9. 
A History of Cultic Images in China: !e Domestic Statuary of Hunan. By Alain Arrault. 
Translated by Lina Verchery. Hong Kong: !e Chinese University of Hong Kong 
Press, 2020. x + 188 pages. Hardcover: ISBN 978-9-8823-7105-7.
Japanese Philosophy in the Making 2: Borderline Interrogations. By John C. Maraldo. 
Nagoya: Chisokud# Publications, 2019. x + 506 pages. Paperback: ISBN 978-1-7064-
6521-8.
Selected Works of D.T. Suzuki, Volume IV: Buddhist Studies. By Daisetsu Teitaro Suzuki. 
Volume editor, Mark L. Blum; series editor, Richard M. Ja;e. Berkeley: University of 
California Press, 2021. xxv + 289 pages. Hardcover: ISBN 978-0-5202-6918-7. 
Suzuki Daisetsu seitan 150 nen kinen: Suzuki Daisetsu, Furuta Sh#kin #fuku shokan 
鈴木大拙生誕150年記念：鈴木大拙・古田紹欽往復書簡 (Correspondence between D. T. 
Suzuki and Furuta Sh#kin). By Suzuki Daisetsu 鈴木大拙 and Furuta Sh#kin 古田紹欽. 
Edited by Shimamoto Hiroko 嶋本浩子. Kamakura: K#eki Zaidan H#jin Matsugaoka 
Bunko, 2020. ix + 500 pages. Paperback.
